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CENTRIFUGE PROCESS

1 . INTRODUCTION

The idea of using gravitational or centrifugal fields to

separate a mixture of gases of different molecular weight is a

very aid one : as early as 1395 experiments to this end were

carried out in Germany by Bredig C13. The extension of the

method to separate isotopes had been suggested soon after

researchers discovered their existence. In 1919 Aston and

Lindeman CE3 proposed that samples of neon taken at ground level

and at an altitude of 30 km in the atmosphere would show a

significant difference in isotopic composition. Fifteen years

later, Beams demonstrated at the university of Virginia an

operating centrifuge and soon thereafter successfully separated

the isotopes of chlorine. The first attempt to use the gas

centrifuge for achieving significant separation of uranium

isotopes was made in the United States during the Second World

War with the purpose of producing highly enriched uranium for

the atomic weapons program. Although individual devices were

developed, built and operated successfully, the technology of

high—speed rotating machines was not, at that time, up to the

task and the centrifuge method was abandoned in 1943 in favour

of the gaseous diffusion process. Nevertheless, the basic theory

of the gas centrifuge was worked out during that period. Noting

the mathematical similarity between a. centrifuge and a distilla-

tion column, Cohen L31, in the 1940's, adapted to the gas

centrifuge the theory of the thermal diffusion column developed

by Furry, Jones, and Qnsager C4D.

After the Second World War, research and development work

on centrifugation, in view of other applications like the

production of fuel for light water reactors, continued in

several countries. Improvements in the size, speed, and effi-

ciency were achieved by Groth in Germany, who demonstrated his

machines in 1958 by separating argon isotopes. Concurrently,

Zippe conducted centrifuge experiments in the USSR, the USA and

Germany and developed a light but durable centrifuge from which

modern designs descended.



une of the main merits of centrifugation is that it is a

process in which the separation factor depends on the difference

AM of the molecular weights of the two isotopes and not on the
2

Fraction ftjfl/M or ÛM/M like in some other methods. It is there-

fore well suited for the separation of isotopes of heavy ele-

ments .

This short course is divided into three sections devoted

respectively to the physics of the process, some pratical

proolems raised by the design of a centrifuge and the present

situation of centrifugation in the World. Informations regarding

engineering, technology and cost of the process are beyond the

scope of this presentation. As far as the bibliography is

concerned, the reader is referred to C5 to 133 for an overview

on the process. Attention is also drawn on the series of work-

shops which are held periodically every two years since 1975.

The proceedings of these workshops are published C14] and

contain very valuable investigations on many specific problems

pertaining to the centrifugation.

S. PHYSICS OF THE PROCESS

2. 1 Principle of the process and calculation of the elemen-

tary separation factor

The centrifugation process takes advantage of the differen-

ce in the behaviour of two isotopic species of different masses

M and M CM,, > M ) when subject to an intense acceleration

field. Such a high field is created inside a cylinder of radius

a, height Z.. rotating (Fig. 1) rapidly about its axis with an
ri

angular velocity ft. The cylinder closed at baths ends contains

gaseous uranium hexafluoride <UF ) which is in fact a binary
235 23Smixture of UF, (molar mass M = 3̂ 9 g) and LJF (molar mass

o 1 o
M_ = 352 g). At a point of radial distance r, the centrifugal

2acceleration is Q r directed radially towards the wall. The
235 2heavy species UF, experiences a. centrifugal force M_ft r

2
greater than the force M.fi r exerted on the light species
235UF,. So the heavy species moves preferentially to the peri-

o
phery of the cylinder, producing a partial separation of the

uranium isotopes in the radial direction. The separation will be

.all the sharper as the centrifugal acceleration is high. In
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of a centrifuge

practice, the cylinder rotation speed is such that the centri-

fugal acceleration at the periphery is several hundred thousands

of times greater than gravity.

To set up the calculation of the elementary separation

factor, we use cylindrical polar coordinates with the following

notations :

Direction Position

Radial (out from axis) r

Tangential B

Axial Z

Velocity components

Vr

V

V_

The thermodynantie variables are used with the notations :

p (pressure) Ç (specific mass) T (Temperature)



Assume first -;hat ws nave a single cjerfec-: gas in the

rotating cylinder. The resulting motion of the gas is known in

fluid mechanics as the isothermal ''rigid body rotation" or

"wheel flow". The gas rotates as a rigid body with the velocity

component's

- «r _ = O v = O
r

( 1 )

The chermodynamic variables are given by the radial component of

the momentum equation and the gas state law :

dp
.—
dr

p = <R/r1)CT T = T
0 (2)

where R is the perfect aas constant (R = 8.314- x lo' erg/K/mole)

and M the molar mass of the gas.

In <2), eliminating ç and integrating from r -a (outer

wail of the centrifuge) and an interior point r, we obtain

:

ra>

L - j (3)
2>

p ( r)/p(a > = exp
Mfl2.2

ERT0

Table 1 illustrates pressure ratios for UF gas <M = 352 g)
o

at several values or r/a for peripheral speeds (fia) of 400, 500

and 7OO m.s
-1

at the temperature

Table 1 Pressure ratios for UF in a centrifugeo

fia - 400m/s = 500 m/s fia = 700 m/s

r /a

O

0.5

0.8

0.9

1

P

1

2

1

0

1

< r > / p ( a )

.25 1C"5

. 1 10 "^

.7 10"S

.12

p ( r

2.2

1.8

1.7

3.5

1

> / p ( a )

io-8

io-6

io-3

io-2

p

1

5

4

1

1

< r ) / p ( a )

.lo-15

.io-12

.io'6

.4 10



"able 1 shows that most of the cas is in & r'nin layer near

the wall. An useful quantity is the holdup of a centrifuge (i.e.

the mass of uranium heyaf luor icie contained in a centrifuge/.

£p ( a i
Holdup -- Z.,H TTrdr -

Mfl2aS

ERT
0

As an illustration, for a centrifuge specified by a = 25 cm

ZH = 250 cm fta = 600 m.s"1 p(a) = 100 irorrs T = 3SO K

the halaup is 36 g of IJF . The centr if uaat ion is a process with
Q

low inventory of uranium (a few g/SWU/year).

Consider now the case where a .nixture of two gases of molar

nasses M. and M 13 involved.

An equation like ''3) describes the oarc:al pressures p. and

pp of each component

p <r)/p.(a) = exp 1 -

2RT.

p_(r)/p_(a) = exp 1! —.

ERT.

The radial distribution of the heavy and light components i<

depicted in the Fig. 2.

Fig. S - Radial distribu-

tion of partial pressures

of the heavy and 1ight

components of a mixture

in a centrifuge.

Wall of
centrifuge

Partial pressure
or density

Heavy isotope
Light isotope

Distance from
"axis of rotation



The partial pressures p and p0 are related to the 'noie

fraction N of the light isotope and the mole fraction '. I ~ N) of

•:he heavy i so cope by

fl, - (P, - P,) N

p, - (p, - p.,) < l - N,
'5)

The Local séparation factor a •, a, r ) between --adii r and

is obtained by combining the equations (5) and (4)

a

'C

The separation factor thus depends an the square of the

peripheral speed .and on the difference in mass of the molecular

species to be separated. The separation factor also depends on

the temperature and diminishes as the temperature rises.

Furthermore it does not depend on the particular chemical

compound of the element whose isotopes are to be separated. All

these characteristics are peculiar to centrifugation.

Table 2 gives local separation factors for mixtures of
235 23S

UF and F̂ (M - M = 3 g) for the same speeds and radialo o c I
locations as in Table 1.

Table 5 Local separation factors for
S35

UF S3BUF

centr ifuge

i n

Qa = ^fOOm/s Oa = 500 m/s Qa = 700 m/s

r /a

O

0.5

0.8

0.9

1

OC
0

1

1

1

1

1

( a , r )

. 101

.075

.035

.018

.O

fX

1

1

1

1

1

o '

. 162

. 119

.056

.029

.0

0,

1

1

1

1

1

( a , r )
o

.343

.247

.112

.058

.0



In Fig. 3, we a lotted .x versus "/a and p !. r / / p ( a / versus

r/a far the peripheral speed <"2a = 0̂0 m/s. Because most of the

Fig. 3 - Local

Separation Factor

and pressure in a

centrifuge rotating

at the peripheral

speed of 0̂0 m.s

gas is in a thin shell adjacent to the wall, the more signifi-

cant values of the separation factor are those for r/a near

unity. Even with this restriction, the separation factor for the

centrifuge is much higher than for gaseous diffusion or chemical

exchange processes.

The radial gradient of the ccncentrabion Ln the wheel flow

(termed also "equilibrium" flow; will be useful later. We calcu-

lated it by the derivative of eq . (6)

d N
— In
dr 1 - N

RT0

hence

equi 1ibr ium

(M - M ) & r N < i - M)

0

(7)



c. £ n u l t i p 1 i - a t i n n or tr.e: -rlementarv _separari/e effect jy

countercur'*e?p t '"low

The success of the v_.as .zsntrifuge as an uccnomical .-nethoc

cf separation is 3ctrioutable, among ether decisive progresses.

rD tne trick OT chanqi ig the airection of enrichment f<"am radial

co axial (and cansideraoly augmenting the magnitude o~" enrich-

nenc at tne =ame time.1 by inducing a verv iMeak axial circulation

of vhe gas, called C3UNTERCLJRRENT flow, that 1= superoosea en

the basic wheel flow. Moreover *:he cauntercurrent flow permits

-he rsmovai of enriched jind depleted gases at each '3nd cap of

the centrifuge. I

The induced axial circulation

i: c n s i s t s mainly in two streams • f

ire '^irectionra both j

from one end cap to the other) as

shown in Fig. .̂ The stream near

the axis is flowing by getting

enriched while the stream near the

wall is getting depleted. The

device behaves like a distillation

column.

This similarity has inspired

In the L94O's '••- &r \ COHEN, :vno

.•acaotec to ~ne gas centrifuge tne

theory of the thermal-diffusion

coiunn developed by W.H. -'JRRY,

R.C. JONES and Lars DNSAQER.

Three methods are reported in the literature for inducing

cauntercurrent flow : a) Thermal drive, b) mechanical drive and

z) external drive.

The countercurrent can be generated ay thermal ••nethod when

the rotor wall and end cap material is a good heat conductor.

The method consists in maintaining on the centrifuge boundary

\enc caps and rotor wall), with the aid of an appropriate system

of heating and cooling, a distribution of temperature as shown

in Fie. 5 : the bottom end cap i<5 -slightly heated and the top

ena r.3.c i3 sligntly cooled. :he temoerature profile on rhe side

wail being either flat <(Fic. 3(a) either linear Fig. 5 < b > > . The



a!
Bottom
•ml
cop

r-»a

(M- w
A T t )

Top
end
cap

a— r

5" J Thermal boundary conditions generating a thermally driven internal counter-current:91 5" J
(a) end cap thermal drive; (b) wall thermal drive

I

COLD

way distribution cf temperature like in Fig. 5 induces a coun-

tercurrent can best be understood by analogy with atmospheric

ohysics : when one gaseous particle, located at a certain

'".sight. ; s gett.ng neated, it becomes lighter and rises in the

atmosphere (counter ing ;he direction of the gravity). On the

contrary, a particle cooled sinks, going on the same direction

of the gravity.

Consider now the centrifuge in which

the acceleration field is radial and

consider -a gaseous particle A (Fig. ô )

located near the hot cap : its density

is reduced as it absorbs heat. The

particle moves towards the lower-

density stratum, :.e. towards the axis,

t-n inverse phenomena is caking place

for a particle B -aicuated close to ^;he

cold end cap, and finally we have the

circulation as indicated in rig. t+.
Tnis phenomenon taking place at the end

caps is termed EKMA*' 3UCTION.

HOT

The iRechanical method of generating the countercurrent is

of different nature. A stationnary object is placed in the yas

stream near the s-irj cap (bottom end cap in Fig. 7).

In the early experiments of GROTH, this object was a disk. In

ZIPPE's centrifuge rhe obstacle is a scoop. The flow induced bv

trie scoop is mainly due to a mechanical effect. The drag of the

scoop reduces "-.he tangential velocity of the cas and the rota-

ting gas. in oraer to maintain the same angular velocity.



contracts radially rgwarjs the '-eg ion

of Lower tangential /el or : :v. i.e.

towards cne axis. A second effect ^f

the =coop is thermal : if. tenus '. j ^arm

the gas passing uver i t . The p(raced o^s

''rises' in the '' 3.tmo=,pner e1' this :s

the thermal drive explained trecsci i n-

gly). In practice, the two drives

(thermal and mechanical; are cc.Tibir.ed.

in

The external drive is soresented

'-a. 3. The '.•ountercurr"ent is

established by streams introduced and

removed at opposite ends and jt niffs •

Htavy stream nVld Light stream, both enrichtd
in light component

scoop

vl»

Heavy stream Light stream, both depleted
in light component

Fio. S - Counter-current gas centrifuge with ex ter pal I/ pumoed

streams



raaiai positions, ens ^low being maintained by pumps

•puts:as -ne device. The '-v : cerr a 1 vjuntprcur rent gives greater

operating f l e x i b i l i t y . Cut i -j mucn more complex mechanically. It

t-sems» that mos: jf tne mown moasrn centrifuges employ internal

countercur rer t

a . 3 Description of a practical centrifuge

Fig. 9 is a schematic of a ZIFFE-type centrifuge, From

which the modern designs .are descending. A thin walled cylindri-

cal drum, termed bowl or rotor, is closed at the bottom by an

end cap which rests on a steel needle. The needle spins in a

bearing supported by oil filled vibration dampers. The rotor is

driven by a small electromagnetic ^3 tor attached to the botto.-n

of the casing. The top of the roter ta covered by an end cap

fitting with small clearance around a center post that carries

three concentric tubes for withdrawing depleted gas from the

bottom of the rotor, admitting feed to the center and with-

drawing enriched product frcm the top. The rotor is positionned

at the top by a magnet rotating or. the top cap below a stationa-

ry magnet. This top magnetic bearing may be passive or active.

The tube serving for the removal of depleted gas terminates in a

stationary bottom scoop which protrudes into the spinning gas

and performs '.:wo distinct "unctions :

. Being in direct ccr-.tact with the spinning gas. this scoop

,'jrovides the mechanical means for generating the counter-

current flow as illustrated in Fig. 7

. The pressure of the spinning gas in contact with the

aperture of the scoop serves to pump the depleted fraction

into the tube

The tuae for withdrawing enriched product from the top,

terminates also in a scoop but this scoop is protected from

direct interaction with the rotating gas by a bat" f le. which has

holes allowing the enriched gas to be bled into the area near

the .̂coop. This baffle is quite necessary to keep the top scoop

•from imposing a vertical flow that would counteract the crucial

one generated by the bottom -scoop. 3o the top scoop serves only

to remove enriched product.
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FEED U I N E
(alimentation)

COUVERCLE
SUPERIEUR
Tot eiiij>c<Hp

ROTATING
BAFFLE
(chicane tournante)

ELEMENT DE

CHAUFFAGE

COUVERCLE
INFERIEUR
•Bottom

VANNE
YaWt

WAST LINE (résidu)

PRODUCT, LI NE (produit)

VACUUM SYSTEM
(pompe À vide)

UPPER SUSPENSION
(magnétique)

RODUCT SCOOP (ëcope)

ROTOR (bol)

CASING (enceinte)

EED INJECTION

POST (poteau stationnait^

WASTE SCOOP (résidu)

ROTOR DRIVE
(moteur électromagné-
tique)

LOWER SUSPENSION
Tivot à. bille et crapaudine
tournant sur un film d'huile

Fia. 9 - Schematic of a pract ica l centr i fuge



The centrifuge rotates inside s vacuum casing, in which a
_£

very low pressure at approximately 1 pascal (10 "im of Hg ) is

maintained wish the aid of an appropriate pump connected to the

casing. The vacuum casing has two functions. First it provides a

/acumm-1 i g h t enclosure for the rotor. Evacuation of the space

outside the rotor greatly recuces the consumption of power

'•esuiting from gas friction when the rotor is spinning. The

second function of the casing is to provide protection in the

event of a failure of the spinning rotor. The lifetime of the

rotor is a crucial data to establish <or not) the economic

advantage of the gas centrifuge over the othsr processes !

Finally, in the interspace casing-rotor, is set out a

system of heating (and cooling) to generate the thermal drive.

The above described device raises at least two main ques-

tions :

. How to evaluate the separative performance of a centrifu-

ge ?

. How to design a centrifuge ?

We shall try to answer the first question in the two following

sections. The evaluation of the separative performance is

carried out in two steps : first, an hydrodynamic analysis

calculates the flow field in the rotor, once the physical nature

of the various causes driving the countercurrent flow has been

specified. The second step is an actual separative analysis and

determines the isotopic concentration field in the rotor, in

particular the overall separation factor and the separative

power of the device. In so far as the second question is concer-

ned, we shall restrict the developments to three problems :

choice of rotor material, choice of rotor length and choice of

"optimal" operational conditions. Many other topics such as

design of bearings, motor drives and damping mechanisms are

beyond my scope.

B.ft Flow field

Gas centrifuge hydrodynamics are Formulated in terms of

continuum fluid mechanics. This basic starting point should be

treated with caution, however, since in the core of the rotor

the pressure is so low, as is shown in Table 1, that rarefied
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gas dynamics is undoubtedly more realistic. The difficult

problem of transition from a continuum model valid rear the

rotor wall to a gas kinetic model in the core is not confronted.

Nevertheless, application of the continuum model provides

information on the flow pattern which is quite accurate in the

region close to the rotor iMal 1 . Even though the continuum

approximation fails in the core, there is so little gas in this

region that the hydroaynamic inaccuracies here do not -signifi-

cantly affect the isotope separation calculation.

The physics of the flow inside the rotor is thus contained

in the ^ull set of MAVIER-STDKES aquations for viscous and

compressible fluids : Mass continuity (1 equation), momentum (3

equations) and energy (1 equation) conservation and cr.e equation

of state of the gas. The UF gas is assumed to be a single
o

component ideal gas in the hydrodynamic analysis (but in the

separative analysis of the next section we will explicitly treat

the gas as a two component mixture). We use cylindrical coordi-

nates and the notations indicated in section 2.1 <r , 9, 2 for

the position, V . V , V_ for the radial tangential and axialr* o ĉ .
components of the velocity and p, Ç , T for thermodynamic varia-

bles pressure, density and temperature). Assuming axial symmetry

(i.e. — = O> and at steady state, the full set of hydrodynamic

equations is written below in the order : mass continuity, axial

momentum, radial momentum, tangential momentum, energy and

equation of perfect gas.

In equation (8) the viscosity >4 , the thermal conductivity K

and the specific heat at constant volume Q. are assumed to be

constant. PJote that in momentum equations the viscous stresses

take into account the compressibility of the gas through the

•)div V j and note also that gravity is neglected. The term

/ /V V N
/ r 8 I

in the radial momentum equation and the termf /in the

r

tangential momentum equation represent the centrifugal and

CORIOLIS forces respectively. In the energy equation, the term

(P div V) represents the reversible work done on the fluid due



to compression or expansion and the '-.erm ty . represents the

viscous dissipation. In the perfect «jas law i last equation) M is

the molecular mass of the gas and R the universal perfect ^as

constant.

. 3 (p V } ̂  1 i_ (P rV ) = 0
3z lp z1 r 3r r

3V 3V
p(vz JT + vr 5r*> = - If + » "2 v* + T fc div v>

3V 3V V^
vr ^E - J) = - |E + u ( (7

2 - ly) vr +% |p div v)

V V

- •» « » * V8

(8)
0 CV (V2 H + Vr |f ) * p di» V = k V2 T +

3V. 2 3V 2 v

3V- 2 3V_ 3V_ 2 3V.0 V- 2 , 1 .,,„ ... .2

35e' + <3^ + 3Ï5' + «îr1 + r1» > " T ' '

= *r + l f e < r V - v2 = !:2 + 7:2 +
3Z 3r

. F - J P T .

The system (S) should be completed by appropriate boundary

condi tions. It is through the boundary conditions that are

introduced the mechanisms generating the countercurrent flow.

For instance, for the wall thermal drive, the boundary

conditions are :

Top end cap : 2 = Z,. T = T 7 and T speci-
H i i C

Bottom end cap : Z = 0 T = T_ fied constants

T,

Side wall : r = a T = T



The mathematical •••> imul a b ion of the effect of the scoop

driving rhe mechanical cauntsrcurrent is more complex. In fact

the scoop is an aerodynamic object in the gas stream and the

flow around is three dimensional (hence not quit-3 -simple). Many

authors have simulated cne scooo effect by a disk rotating

slightly slower than '-he rotor. In that case the boundary

condition for a scoop located at the bottom cap

Z = 0 V = (ft - £Q)r <sn being specified
o

Boundary conditions on the velocity are quite classical : on a

sol id boundary the velocity of the gas is zero. On the axis of

cylinder, it is usual to write symmetry conditions :

V = 0 V_ = 0 = O — = 0 = O = 0
r S dr dr

Determining the flow field in the centrifuge is achieved by

solving the set of eq(8) together with boundary conditions.

Unfortunately the equations v'S) are non linear and offer no

relief from mathematical rigor. Appendix 1 reviews briefly some

methods used in the literature ta find out acceptable solutions.

As an illustration, we present herebelow some numerical

results of computations carried out for a centrifuge with the

following characteristics :

Height 250 cm

Radius 25 cm

Peripheral speed 60O m s

UF pressure at the wall 100 Torr
o

Average temperature 320 K

The main hydrodynamic quantity acting on the separation (as we

shall see in the next subsection 2.5) being the axial mass

velocity (CV_>, we will focus the comments on that quantity.

Figure 10 concerns the scoop type drive simulated by a disk

having the same radius as the rotor, located at the bottom end

cap and rotating with an angular velocity (ft - <Sfl ) slighlty

lower than the angular velocity 0 of the rotor. We have plotted



the a*ial .nass velocity *Cv'_, scaled by •'£. .flaou where ,\ i r. the
_ /J

v number d 'Û/ t t , \e rs i :s tne s t re tched r - a d i s i l c o o r d i n a b e * ~

- r - / a~ ) >i i th

.-« *•- _. r .1 »"\~ ^ > ~l r"1 T"-• = nil i / 2RT_
'—'

for various axial cross sections. The use of the stretched

radial coordinate c allows -in enlargement of the Gtewartson

layer near the side wall. Note that Ç = 0 corresponds to !:he

wail and * = A to the axis, out (CV_,) takes non-negligible

values only in an interval of €, of some units : this confirms

that the countercurrent flow is taking place in 3 thin layer
2

:-.ear the wail, as che quantity H in practical cases lies in the

range 10 to 30. The figure shows also that the countercurrent

flow is taking place in one layer of downward flow and one layer

of upward flow.

Figure 11 presents results in the case of a wall thermal

drive. As in the preceding figure, we have plotted the axial

mass velocity (CV_> scaled bv (C,,Qao<), where the Rossby number ex
<- ' w

is now AT/T , versus the stretched radial coordinate for various

axial cross sections in the lower half of the rotor. The profi-

les in the upper half of the rotor are symmetrical relatively to

the midp lane.

The preceding -JWQ f;gures point out clearly -he strong

dependency of the axial mass velocity not only on the radial

coordinate but also on the axial coordinate. As a consequence,

the total upward flow L (which is equal to the total downward

flow) obtained by radial integration

i /•*
' - I MS J \ H

Sirrdr

is not constant along the centrifuge but depends on the axial

coordinate. Figure 12 represents the variation of the upward

flow L versus the axial coordinate for the two preceding types

of drive. For the sake of scaling the computations are carried

out with values (arbitrarily chosen) of Rossby number equal to
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0.002-

Stretched radial coordinate : E = A2( l-r2 /az)

-0.012-

Z/ZH=0.05
Fig.10 . Radial profile of the axial mass
velocity in the case ofa scoop type drive

0.02-

Stretched radial coordinate : E = A 2 ( 1 - r 2 / a

-0.04 -

Fig.11 . Radial profile of the axial mass
velocity in the case of a wall thermal
drive



i ". fa'- vne '..ail tnermai .Irive a-id •'» '.'> "or vhe -jcocn o-ive. In

the case c~~ wail thermal Jrive. ':ne courtorcurrent flew '.acrea-

ges f~3(n tne f- o c t c IT. 2nd cap to tr.e inidplene whs--e ;_ ; •= 'Maximum

ana cecrsases symmetrical!. rr-oTi the -udpiane to 'he top :-?nd

.'ao. The sccap arive generates a counterc^rrenc flaw s^hich. ! s

maximum near the scoop «ncl decreases conrinuousiy up to the

oppcsite end cap.

In real centrifuges, both che two types of drives are ^sed

and the resulting flow can be obtained approximately by the

super DOS i r ion of eacn 'rvpe flow. rhis yields •* possibility of

optimising the separative performance of a centrifuge, i^e i-jill

come bacl- on this .3oinc :n section '2.3.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Counter-current up f low L ( g /s i

Fig. 12 Axial variation of countercurrent flow in 2cases : / scoop drive ; 2 wall thermal drive :

2.5 Separation calculation

Once the flow field determined, the next step is co calcu-
235late now the lioht component UF, is separated from the neavy

238 "component UF. in a courtercuvrent centrifuge. This is depic-
C!

teti in Figure 13 : at the left :s represented a schematic of the
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Fig. 13 Separation process in a centrifuge

~law pattern in the centrifuge, ^he right hand =ide of Fig. 13
£3=;

*rr anspor r -.--ecrcr -. jf :hc? L i g h t ""~'JF, . The thir.

mole-

les induced by the pressure diffusion effect arising from the

"* -3 ~*3olia arrows indicate the direct', on of movement of ~ ":JF.
ô

cent r i fuga l -^orce ( t h i s is the p r i m a r y separat ive e f f e c t ) . The

UF, by .nolecular
o "~~~"™""~~~~~~™1"

broken line arrows show the transport of

diffusion.

The cjnvective motion c f the gas as a whole is -"spresentsd

by the thick arrows. The icwer curve shows a typical mass velo-

city profile that characterizes the countercurrent circulation

in the rotor, as it was computed in section S.A-. Fressure diffu-

sion. Molecular diffusion and convection are the t;hree phenomena

making up the transport of ~~ UF . The t-ansport vector T? of
235
~UF has '-wo components Tĵ _ and T_, 'units of transport are

O !" tl

grams par square centimeter cer second), respectively in the

radial and axial direction, expressed by :



Radial molecular

d i ffus ion

Axial molecular

d i ffusion

+ f V r!v r
1 ibrium
•*— '

Pressure diffusion Radial

(see eq(7)) convection

(9)

Axial

convec t ion

Introducing eq(7) into the End term of the RHB of the first

equation (9) results in :

rr = - CD I _ + a N(l - N) + Ç y N
r

where AA =

ERT
D

( 10)

Under steady-state conditions, the continuity equation for light

component is divT* = 0, i.e.

rfS - _ CD _ t f v — ? C'L — - •

In writing eq(11) account has been taken of the overall

mass continuity equation in the set (S). The analysis which

follows has two restrictions :

- the product CD is assumed to be constant. For LJF the
- 4 - 1 - 1value is CD = 2.3 1C g cm S at 300 K. We neglect the

change of CD with temperature, pressure and thermal diffu-

sion effects.



- the radial convection term (TV is deleted. This

- CD

assumption is justified by the hydrodynamic results : the

radial component V of the velocity is predominant only inr"
the Ekrnan layers, ;. . e. near the end cap. "̂ "he -following

equation does not hold near the top and bottom.

The diffusion convection equation Is then :

fil
( r Vr

2AA r2 N( 1 - N)
az

Appropriate boundary conditions

are to be written on the side wall

the end caps and the axis. We

consider a centrifuge (Fig. l*t)

with feed (F, N ) product <P = F8,

N ) and waste (W = F(1-0), N^'

There is no radial flux of light

component on the side wall and on

the axis.

r = a + SÛA.a N(1 - N) = 0

( 13)

r -- O = O
Fi

w,wVJ

At the end caps the total axial fluxes of light component are

equal to the removals :



r<depleted end) . ,._ „.. .. --•-,,w

Z = Z,, (enriched end) | T., 2urdr - F6M

Finally, it should be rioted that the feed concentration N^ is

related

equation

related to Np and N by the overall light component balance

15)

In conclusion of this section, equation (12) [where c"V_, has to

be determinated by the > ydrodvr.am ic .analysis!!, together with the

ooundary conditions (13, i^t and L5) describe completely the

concentration field in the centrifuge.

No mathematically sxact =olue ion for the system of equa-

tions !'IS to 15) is availablte in the literature. Several authors

have solved this system bv numerical methods with the help of

powerful computers. There is .also a very good approximate

solution which has been obtjiiiea cv COHEN and QNSAGER, by noting

that rhe concentration '•> varies slowly with r, in comparison

/;ith the corresponding variation of 6. and V_,. In fact, the upper

bounci of radial variatiun AN cf N is less than in the equili-

brium case between the axis a/id wall

AN p AM _,

N M

For UF . — = 0.0085 and in practical centrifuges A" < 25 so
h M

AM
that — ' O.2

M



Second order terms of the radiai /ariation of M are then much

less than a few percent. Moreover, because of the countercurrent

flow, the concentration M varies fro re with the a;.ial coordinate

Z than vuth the radial coor-j ir.ate .-. Therefore we seek a

solution for the -adialis -iverajed 'no le fractio-i of light

isotooe M(Z) as a function of Z where

N = N 2rrrdr

rra

By some algebra (see Appendix 2), the complex set of partial

differential equation (IE) with boundary conditions (13 to 15)

is transformed into an ordinary differential equation with

appropriate boundary conditions. We give herebelow the final

formula for the separation factor q and tne separative power SU

of a center-fed, countercurrent gas centrifuge (notations in

Fig. 15).

< ---- 2(X ---

t
,-k

1 1

Fig. 15 : Notations in a centrifuge



Séparât ion factor q - M /N.

Jexp J g C l - tf < 1 - 6) ^3 "}F - * < 1 - *> F"

f - __ t _ 1 _ (16)s
i - If ( 1 - 6) F

ÏBF
F •=
e KSF - e:<p t- g '. 1 -t- >jeF) U - "|)3

h Sm 1
g = C ; *•-

a . 2 C 2ir a CD m
1 + m

1 *" ' 2 r— 2 2 3
C = A ./êr- A = MQ a~/2RT

where (T is the gas density

D the diffusion coefficient

M the molecular mass of the gas

AM the difference in molecular masses of the isotopes

R the universal gas constant

T the absolute temperature

fta the rotor peripheral speed

h the rotor lenght

h_ the height of feeding (̂  - h /h)

F the feed flow

6 the cut

N Light isotope mole fraction of the product

N Light isotope mole fraction of the waste
w

f the flow profile efficiency



m the ratio of actual upflow to the upflow which maxi-

mises the centrifuge's enricnment span at total reflux

The two factors m and fp depend uoon the hydrodynamic fl-ow

field, more specifically upon the -sxiai mass velocity fV_

discussed in section 2.4-.

m =
Sir <TDa

dr I

i/a

a 2

dr

i

'dr

Separative power SU

The maximum separative power of a centrifuge has been

computed by DIRAC :

TT CDh

(SU
max

2 2
a

2RT
( 17)

The actual separative power of a centrifuge is :

SU( actual) = SU x {L x Ç :< Çmax r u t ( 18)

where f-

es

the flow profile efficiency (see above)
2 2the circulation efficiency £„ = m /(m -r 1)

the square cascade efficiency (?_ = O.Bl^tS



PARKER has given an approximate formula f,ar the

profile efficiency

Regarding the circulation efficiency, in practical cases

rn to 5

so that Ç " 0.95

with these formula, one can easily compute the following TABLE

TABLE 3 : Separative power per meter of a centrifuge

Peripheral speed
m/sec

300

5OO

700

(SU (max) per meter
SWU/year

2.07

15.9A-

61.24

SU(actual) per meter
SWLJ/year

1 .58

5.31

10.^2

3. DESIGN OF A CENTRIFUGE

A centrifuge should be designed in order to have the

highest possible performance, i.e. the highest possible value of

the separative power. Inspection of equations (16 to 13) shows

that it is advantageous to run at the highest practical speed,

to use centrifuges of the greatest practical lenght and to

select operational conditions 'in particular the mechanisms of

countercurent flow) determining the optimal efficiency. The

peripheral velocity is governed by the choice of rotor material,

the lenght is limited by the need to avoid resonant vibrations

and the selection of operational conditions is a real problem of

"optimal control". We proceed in the following to the analysis

of these three problems.



3.1 Choice? of rotor inaterial

As the rotor of a gas centrifuge contains a relatively

small amount of process material, it is mainly the rotation of

its own mass which produces the circumferential stresses.

Consider the forces acting on a volume element of the rotor

wall subtended by a small angle 8 as shown in Fig. 16. We use

the notations ds ^cr the hachured surface, .• the radius of the

rotor and C the density of the material. The mass of bhe element

is

Cr ds

(a)
(b)

Fig. io : Forces acting on an element of the rotor wall

and that mass experiences the centrifugal force

F = Cr ds

The force due to the tangential stress acting on each of the two

surfaces ds is

ffds

where cr is the stress. The triangle of forces is represented in

Fig. 16(b). The equilibrium condition is

- 4. a *Cr If ds ft r = 2o- ds sin — ~ <r ds (Ç
2

hence
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22 2Q r 'v = — v peripheral speed

The maximum peripheral speed corresponds to tangential stress j*

equal 70 tensile strength -j of the -naterial and that maximum

peripheral speed is

v = » / < 19 )
max

Table A- gives the density, tensile strength and the maximum

tangential speed for some materials eligible for rotor construc-

tion. The maximum speed ranges from 4-00 m/s for aluminium alloys

<used in early centrifuges) to 7EO m/s for carbon fiber. In

fact, the latest progress in modern materials technology has

provided for the centrifuge designer composite materials even

more performing than what is tabulated in Table 4-.( A66 Table

3.2 Choice of rotor length

The problem which arises, when increasing the length of a

rotor, is that of flexural vibration, since at certain speeds

resonant vibrations occur. A long machine will vibrate trans-

versely at a certain critical frequency. Classical text books on

mechanical vibrations show that the critical frequency co of a

thin hollow cylinder of radius a, modulus of elasticity E.,

length L, unrestrained at both ends, in the ith mode is

(20)

where ?(. are the eigen values. The first five values of A. are
i i

tabulated herebelow

i number of mode 1 S 3 ** 5

Eigen value ?l. 22.0 61.7 121.0 200.0 298.2

i is the number of loops into which the profile of the cylinder

is displaced (three modes are shown schematically in Fig. 17).

10 = 71 i /



T A BLE 4 : Physical properties and operating limits of possible centrifuge materials

Material

Density
g/cm**
kg/ms 0>)

Tensile strength
kg/cmat

MPaOO'4 o)
Modulus of elasticity

Mg/cm*
MPa(10-*£)

Max. tangential speed,
«W * ^/ofp, m/s

Length-to-radius ratio it
max.

First resonance
Second resonance
Third resonance
Fourth resonance
Fifth resonance

Aluminum
alloys

2.8
2,800

4,570
448

724
71,000

400

14.0
23.4
32.8
42.2
51.5

High-
tensile
steel

7.8
7,800

14,080
1381

2.110
207,000

421

13.8
23.1
32.4
41.6
50.8

Titanium

4.6
4,600

9,150
897

1,160
114,000

442

13.2
22.2
31.1
39.9
48.8

Maraging
steel

7.8
7.800

19.700
1.932

2.110
207,000

498

13.8
23.1
32.4
41.6
50.8

Glass
fiber

1.8
1,800

5,000
490

738
72.400

522

13.8
23.0
32.2
41.4
50.6

Carbon
fiber/
resin

1.6
1,600

8,450
829

720

CO
10



TABLE 4 bis : POSSIBLE ROTOR SPEEDS FOR SOME COMPOSITE MATERIALS

MATERIAL STRENGTH DENSITY MODULUS BURST SPEED

GPa kg/m3 GPa m/s

KEVLAR 2.17 1344 E/; 74.4 1271

Hoop composite E, 9.0

T800 CARBON FIBRE

Hoop composite 3.50 1560 E;̂ 170.0 1498

NE FIBRE

Hoop composite 4.80 1560 E» 240.0 1754

Hoop composite means that all fibres are aligned in circumferential

direction. The NE COMPOSITE is a shortening for a fibre which is not

yet available now (NE - non existing ) but which is expected to be

available in the future ( 5 years? 10 years? )
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DAMPER

'SPRING

FIRST MODE SECOND MODE THIRD MODE

F j 9 17 Shape* of first three vibrational modes of a centrifuge rotor.



Equation '20) can be ^ric~en i n t;ermy .,• f thé perionersl .aeeo

-/ —

L"

we n.ive <-=presentad in <- i g. IS the ea <S1) i.e. . versus Aspect

ratio L/a for a specified material and for three .Critical

frequencies. A centrifuge "(hose aspect ratio L/a and peripheral

speea v are represented bv the point A in the Fig. 13 is said TO

be -subcr i r ical . A rotor represented sv che point 3 in Fig. IS is

called 3'jper^r : t : c a 1 .

_ _ A-

L/a

Fig. 13 : Peripheral speed versus aspect

three critical modes

ratio for •:he : JL rs t

To reach the .nominal value of •/ starting from the rest f. v - C)

the rotor should cross two critical speeds. In practice the

passing of critical speeds is realized with the use of suitable

bear ings and (or) the use of bel lows to join tubes.
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dicing in e q ( 2 1 ' , .' by v given by e q ( 1 9 > , we can
HI cl ft

derive the length to radius rstic (aspect ratio ; at which rotors

of eacn of the materials run at maximum peripheral speed waula

be in resonant vibration

(:). ' (22)

The last part of Table 4 gives values of L/a for the first five

resonances in rotors operated at the maximum speed.

3.3 Choice of optimal operational conditions

The separation of a centrifuge depends also or the nature

and extent of the countercurrent flow. The parameters driving

the countercurrent flow, i.e. the thermal boundary conditions on

the caps and side wall and the characteristics of the scoop

(radius and friction factor) are control variables : we mean

that the experimentator has the possibility of acting on them

and choosing the "good" values". The question is : is there a

well defined set of control variables yielding an optimal

separative power ? Let us formulate more accurately the problem

of choice of optimal operational conditions.

A centrifuge is specified by the following data :

a Radius of the rotor

h height of the rotor

Qa Peripheral speed

T Average temperature of UF
u o
F Rate of feed flow

8 Cut

The problem is to determine the fallowing variables :

. Temperature distribution on the solid frontiers of the

centrifuge (caps and side wall)

. Characteristics of the scoop (radius and friction factor)

. Pressure of UF, at the wall (or alternatively the mass
o

inventory of UF in the centrifuge)
o

Height h of feeding



in -jrder t:o nave the? cos:mai "eoarative power. This problem is

an application of the gsne^sl t.neory of ^p t_i ma I ct: \-\~-TJ L Develo-

ped nv J.L. i.IQNS [15]. One aolubi. on can be found in III 2] and

Lid,]. The case of "cant i r-uous '' tsinper arure distribution an -/.he

frontier -'with possibly a .: jns sr a i nt ) has been investigated by

6. MOTTET [17]. l^e present herebeiuw che resulcs of one simple

examole treated by this author. Tie centrifuge considered has

the same data as in the numerical example jf section B. '+ with

the additional following data :

Feed F - 0.1 - 3 UF . /3t>
Cut e = 0.5
Height of feed hp/h = 0.5

''"\e ccuii ter current ;-± jenpr r> (;ed •.:.-> 1 v by thermal bcundar / condi-

tions and there is no scoop drive. The purpose is to find the

temperature distribution on solid p A i a l l = subject to a constraint

J(T - T_)/T I i <S (S- specified) optimising the separative

power -SU. The results of computations are presented in Fig. 19.

The optimal temperature? distribution on the solid boundaries

Cend caps and side wall) is piotted for 3 cases (respectively <5"n

= 5 '/., t?n - 10 '/. and no l i m i t a t i o n on $n ) . The corresponding

values found for the separative power are indicated in the

figure. The case (c) >' no l i m i t a t i o n on £ ) yields the highest

value of separative? pow^r.

The ootimum -"oun'J i ^ :-he problem formulated above is

pertinent to a couple of values '. F, S '• . By carrying out the same

type uf computations for other roupies 'F, 3) one can determine

^a surface i'U '. F, 8) representing the optimal separative power
.̂

versus the feed rate and cut. This surface 5U 'IF, 9) is called

jerf 3 rmance function -f '-he centrifuge considered. Once a

centrifuge built, one of the main purposes of the experimental

tests is to measur? the -jerfarmance function.
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20 TEflPEKfiTUm ( T- To )/ To,

(C)

0

.-20
0 r/cL

,0

Au,swu/year
(a) 35.2
(b; 41.
(0 41.3

Z/CL
*- r/a. 0

BOTTOM
.CAP

5AO£ WfJLL

CÛÛRLIMf)T£ OM THE

CAP

; Optimal temperature distribution on the solid boundaries of

• centrifuge satisfying the constraint (T - TJ/ll ̂ 6«. •
| u T 0

Three cases are considered :

(b) 5 - 10 Z ; (c) no limitation on 6O(•) 60 - 5 Z ;
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4.CENTRIFUGATION in the WORLD

The gas centrifuge is a well known process,subject to R&C
since long time in several countries in the world.Three Euro-
pean countries (West Germany,Great Britain and Holland) asso-
ciated in a consortium URENCO-CENTEC have deployed industria-
lly the centrifugation and made a commercial success of their
version of technology. The current status of URENCO has been
reviewed very recently at the VERSAILLES Workshop (July 1989)
by W.BERMEL, E.COESTER and E.RATZ from West Germany and is
summarized in Section 4.1 ( the text is largely due to the
courtesy of E.RATZ ). JAPAN has started a program of building
a commercial plant of 1.5 millions of SWU/year and their sta-
tus is briefly summarized in Section 4.2. The Section 4.3 is
devoted to the U.S.A. Finally we say some words about other
countries in Section 4.4. At the end of the section,we give
some unclassified pictures of centrifuges or plants from dif-
ferent countries.

4.1. The current status of URENCO-CENTEC

Development work on gas centrifuges aiming at commercial
application for the enrichment of uranium started in the
Sixties in Great Britain, The Netherlands and in the Federal
Republic of Germany. In this phase the development teams
were working independently without knowing from each other,
but all stimulated by the basic ideas of Zippe who was chief
scientist of the German team. In 1970, in the Treaty of
Almelo, the three countries agreed to co-operate in the de-
velopment and the industrial application of uranium enrich-
ment by the gas centrifuge process. In each country indus-
trial firms took over the development and exploitation of
the gas centrifuge method, which in turn founded the inter-
national companies URENCO Limited and CENTEC GmbH.
URENCO Limited undertakes the international marketing and
the co-ordination of production, CENTEC provides assistance
in the co-ordination of R&O-progranunes and acts as turntable
for the know-how exchange between the national shareholders
of URENCO/CENTEC. The operation of the enrichment plants is
in the responsibility of the national shareholders. Fig. 20
shows the interconnection of these Troika companies.
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Meanwhile in each of the three Troika countries an uranium
enrichment plant based on the gas centrifuge process is
operating. The combined capacity of the plants in Capenhurst
(Great Britain), Almelo (The Netherlands) and Gronau (West
Germany) amounts to about 2 500 t SWU/a (see Fig. 21 :). The
build-up of the plants was done stepwise following the prog-
ress in centrifuge development. The first three pilot plants
with a capacity of about 25 t SWU/a each were commissioned
in 1973.
They were equipped with a first generation of centrifuges
which had been developed in each of the three countries
independently from one another.
In 1977 the first two commercial enrichment plants each with
a capacity of 200 t SWU/a of second generation centrifuges
were commissioned, one at Capenhurst with British technology

and the other at Almelo as a joint venture between the Dutch
and the German partners. In the course of the trilateral co-
operation in increasing degree cross fertilization in cen-
trifuge and plant design took place and common design prin-
ciples were applied. In the Eighties the plant build-up was
continued with third and fourth generation centrifuges,
since 1985 also at a German site, Gronau, which has now
reached a capacity of nearly 400 t SWU/a. In the oldest
plant still in operation centrifuges have meanwhile reached
running times of more than 14 years at an acceptable failure
rate which makes further operation worthwhile. In the newest
plants with third and fourth generation centrifuges the
failure rates are extremely low: less than 0.02 %/a. For one
plant unit for instance with far more than 10 000 cen-
trifuges the last rotor crash happened more than two years
ago, in March 1987.

The progress in centrifuge development has been attained by
increasing the output of single machines, which, of course,
makes only sense if simultaneously the ratio of costs per
output diminishes. The Fig. 22- shows us a graph which
demonstrates this increase in separative power in course of
the development. In this picture relative figures have been
used for classification reasons. The progress shown here has
been achieved mainly by increasing both length and
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Fig. 20 Organisation of the URENCO Group
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Site

Almelo

Capenhurst

Gronau

Capacity
(tswu/a)

1250

850

400

First Commissioning

1972/73

1973

1985

i hrtt

Fi9. 21 URENCO Enrichment Plants

1
5
S
à

1972 1976 I960 1965 1990 1994

Fig. 2 2 fewUpwnt of Scporolivt Output of URENCO C«ntrifugt$
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A fifth generation centrifuge which offers a further
increase in output has just finished qualification in t&e
laboratories. This is the first centrifuge which will be
used commonly by all three partners in their plants.
Preparations of the series production of this new type of
centrifuge are under way, the start of series production is
planned for 1990.
Meanwhile Hie development teams are concentrating their
efforts on a sixth generation centrifuge providing a further
big step in output. Introduction of this type into series
production is foreseen until Mid Nineties. In parallel
already basic investigations are being made aiming at a
seventh generation of centrifuges.

At present the URENCO Partners supply about 10 % of the
Western World separation work requirements. In the Summer of
1988 the 10 millionth SWU has been delivered by URENCO.
All the development efforts are aimed not only to hold this
markering share but to increase it. Any new separation
method, especially the laser method which may become commer-
cially applicable at the transition to the next millenium,
has to compete with the high-performance centrifuges of
URENCO1s next development step.

One of the important features of the centrifugation is the
modular build up system. In URENCO, centrifuge plants in the

order of 1000 t SWU/year are split into production units of
nearly 100 t SWU/year.

This modular build up system has many advantages. The total
plant build up can be performed in steps. The installation
of the peripheral systems allows a commissioning of single
cascades directly after centrifuge installation. Thus pro-
duction starts very early, increases during build up. Dis-
turbances in single cascades are not interrupting the total
production.

As an example for the modular build up the enrichment
project of URENCO in the United States may be mentioned.
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Under the name "Lousiana Energy Services" three US-
utilities, the engineering company Fluor Daniel Inc. and
URENCO have agreed to cooperate in building an Uranium en-
richment facility on the basis of the URENCO's gas cen-
trifuge technology.
A capacity of 1 500 t SWU/a is planned, divided into three
modules of 500 t SWU/a.

The planning, engineering and licencing phase is in the

order of 3.5 years. An installation phase of 3 years is

following. After this time the first cascade should come

into operation and after a further period of 2.5 years the

total plant should be completed.

According to the biweekly report NUCLEAR FUEL (Vol 14 no 12
June 12 1989) the construction cost of the plant is expected
to total 750 millions of US DOLLARS. The same report says also
that URENCO will manufacture the centrifuges in EUROPE,but
the equipment will be assembled in a separate facility at the
site of the actual centrifuge plant in north central LOUSIANA.

Finally,last but not the least, attention is drawn on a second
advantage of the modular build up system.It allows to develop
acceptable solutions for the enrichment of recycled uranium.
With its inherent technical advantage of low hold up and short
process equilibrium time, recycled uranium can be processed in
segregated campaigns and thus cross-contamination between the
different grades of material can be avoided.
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4.2 JAPAN.

The history of R&D on uranium enrichment has started in JAPAN

on 1959. The first centrifuges were built on 1960 with govern-

ment fund and have worked with argon. In 1969 ,the Japanese

atomic energy commission has started a comparative investigat-

ion on gaseous diffusion and centrifugation and selected in 1971

the centrifugation as a "National Project".

From 1977 to 1981,the PNC (Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Deve-

lopment corp) has built in NINGYO - TOGE and tested pilot plants

with three types of machines OP-1A, OP-IB and OP-2.The separati-

ve power of these machines is not known but the relative values

of all the different Japanese machines is published and depic-

ted in Fig 23 where is also plotted the evolution of the cost

of R&D. The pilot was composed of 7000 machines in total

(1000 machines of OP1-A type,3000 machines of OP1-B type and

3000 machines of OP-2 type). The total separative power of the

whole pilot plant is reported to be in the range 50 to 70 thou-

sands of SWU/year. These machines are in steel and supercriti-

cal. Three industrials (TOSHIBA,HITACHI and MITSUBISHI) were

associated to the construction on the basis of the technology

developed by PNC.
»

The next step of JAPAN was the building,in the same site of

NINGYO-TOGE,from 1986 to 1989,of a demonstration plant of

200000 SWU/year in total,but in two phases: The first unit

DOP-l of 100000 SWU/year was inaugurated in April 1988 and

the second unit DOP-2 of 100000 SWU/year is operational very

recently from the spring 1989. The demonstration plant DOP-l
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uses single centrifuges but in OOP-2,use is made of an "inte-

grated module" RT 2 (see Fig 24 ). Each module contains about

20 centrifuges. The dimensions of the module RT-2 are indica-

ted: Height 3m, Diameter 1.5m. All these machines are manufac-

tured by the company " URANIUM ENRICHMENT MACHINERY " located

at SENDAY. The annual production capacity of this company is

planned to meet 100 to 150 thousands of SWU/year for the time

but can be increased if necessary.

With the achievement of the demonstration plants, the PNC

considers that their target is now reached. A private company

JAPAN NUCLEAR FUEL INDUSTRY corp.(JNFI) has undertaken the

building of a commercial production plant of 1.5 millions of

SWU/year total in the site of ROKKASHOMURA,département of

AOMORI located north of the island HONSHU. The building is

scheduled in two steps: The first step is a production unit

of 600000 SWU/year and the decision of building it from 1991

to 1994 is definitely confirmed. A second plant of 900000

SWU/year will be decided on 1991 after the test of a new type

of centrifuge named S 59,with higher performance and made with

composite material (carbon fibre ? ). As a matter of fact,the

PNC has developed this new centrifuge where the separative

power is increased mainly by increasing the rotor speed.Accor-

ding to "NUCLEAR FUEL " of 08/08/1989,the Japanese atomic

energy commission has recommended the construction of a pilot

of 1000 centrifuges S 59 from 1990 with three years of experi-

mentation. According to the same information,the separative

power of S 59 is expected to be 40 to 50 SWU/year.

After these commercial production plants of 1.5 millions of

SWU/year, JAPAN plans to build an additional capacity of 1.5

millions of SWU/year but with a process which is not yet choo-

sen. The choice for this second plant will be between the high

performance centrifuge and the laser process.
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4.3. U.S.A

It is a paradox to talk in third position about the U.S.A,

which is the country who had the most impressive program of

R&D in centrifugation. My reason is only because the U.S.A

have stopped in 1985 the programme of centrifugation.Histo-

rical ly,J.W. BEAMS has separated the isotopes of chlorine by

centrifugation in 1934 in the university of VIRGINIA.During

the second world war,the U.S.A tried centrifuges to separate

uranium isotopes in the framework of MANHATTAN PROJECT,but

at that time the calutron and the gaseous diffusion were pre-

ferred. During the decade following the end of the war,the

centrifugation was shelved but basic research in laboratory

was going on in VIRGINIA universityo GERNOT ZIPPE has joined

J.W.BEAMS by 1958 and the promising results obtained by this

brilliant team has led the American Atomic Energy Commission

to fund in 1960 a three years programme with three objectives:

- To understand the basic physics underlying the process,

especially the hydrodynamics of the countrcurrent flow and

the separation phenomena. A committee of prestigious scient-

ists headed by Nobel prize LARS ONSAGER and including G.CARRIER

S.COLGATE, W.DE MARCUS, C.ECKART, H.GRAD and S.MASLEN was appoi-

nted to solve this problem.

- To develop an advanced centrifuge with very high sépara-
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tiv« power.

- To build a cascade in order to have a test facility.

Since then,during 25 years the U.S.A have carried out a self-

consistent programme oriented towards an original type of

centrifuge, quite different from the European centrifuges of

that time and with the following features:

- Large diameter (50 to 60 cm )

- Big height (more than 10 m)

- High speed of rotation (600 TO 800 m/s )

- New material (composite fibres )

- Separative power of several hundreds of SWU/year.

In close collaboration with the industry, the Department of

energy has developed five generations of centrifuges named

SET (SET I to SET V ). A cascade of about 1200 machines of

the type SET III representing a total separative power excee-

ding 200000 SWU/year was built. In 1985, the U.S.A had to

choose between the continuation of the Advanced centrifuge

programme (on the basis of SET V) and the development of the

laser process AVLIS. Their final choice was in favour of the

AVLIS.

The above mentioned plant of 1200 centrifuges were sold at

the end of 1987 to the company "ALL CHEMICAL ISOTOPE ENRICH-

MENT inc " to produce stable isotopes,for medical,scientific

and industrial uses.
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4.4. OTHER COUNTRIES

FRANCE : During the decade seventies, we have developed the techno-

logy of centrifugation. A big effort to understand the basic Science

of the process was undertaken and, practically, several generations

of machines, named C (example giving C43,C44,C49,C50,C51,C80 etc...)

were built and tested in C.E.A in collaboration with industry.Regar-

ding the material, both maraging steel and carbon fibre were used and

tested with success. The rotation speed reached in our laboratories

covered the range 400 to 800 m/s. In the earlier eighties,we have

shelved this technology because of no compelling need for additional

SHU capacity. As far as the future is concerned,our choice is to deve-

lop the laser AVLIS process.

USSR

It is quite difficult to get reliable informations on Russian centri-

fugation. Recently,one information was published in NUCLEAR FUEL,

vol 12, JULY 24 1989. Let me quote the information as it is:

" The SOVIET union has 10 gas centrifuge enrichment plants opera-

ting each with a capacity of 1 million SWU/year. The plants have

replaced most of the Soviet gaseous diffusion capacity,although

one of five gaseous diffusion plants is still believed to be ope-
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rating. The above information was gleaned from Soviet officials,

including EVGENY MIKERIN.a top official in the Ministry of Atomic

Energy & Industry,during an extraordinary visit to previously

secret nuclear facilities in the Soviet Union by a group of US

congressman and independent scientists. The visit of the group,

aade earlier in this month,was arranged by an official of the

Soviet Academy of Sciences,in cooperation with the Natural Resou-

rces Defence Council (NRDC),a US environmental group.

According to a fact sheet released by NRDC, enrichment plants

in the Soviet Union are at three known sites. It is possible,

however, that there are others,said one of the members of the

US group. Individual centrifuge machines have less capacity than

European machines,Soviet officials told the US group. However,the

Soviets did not specify what that capacity was. "

(end of the quotation).

Four other countries, CHINA, PAKISTAN, INDIA and BRASIL are believed

to have the centrifuge technology, but I don't have any confirmed

information.

Finally we give hereafter a few published photographs of individual

centrifuges or plants from different countries.
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Figures 25 to 28 are pertinent to URENCO (due to the courtesy

of DR.RATZ ), Figure 29 to JAPAN and Figures 30 & 31 to U.S.A

Fig 25 shows the GRONAU plant of currently 400 t SWU/year. For

further extension more separation halls will be added.

Fig 26 shows the centrifuge forest in separation plant 4(SP4)

in one hall at ALMELO.

Fig 27 is an artist view of SP 4 in ALMELO.when completed i.e

1420 t SWU/year total and 8 halls.

Fig 28 is a model of the ALMELO site,including SP 1 (Dutch pilot

plant of 25 t), SP2 (the GERMAN plant of 25 t), SP3 the first

demonstration plant of 200t and SP4.

Fig 29 is the photograph of NINGYO TOGE demonstration plant

OOP 1 and OOP 2 (200 t SWU/year) in JAPAN.

Figures 30 & 31 are the centrifuge forest of SET III in USA.
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5-CONCLUSIONS

The centrifuge process has reached some undeniable industrial

maturity.Let me summarize some specific features of this process:

SEPARATION FACTOR

(enrichment over depletion)

1.3 to 1.5

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 50 KWH/SWU/year

MASS HOLD UP

LIFETIME of the MACHINES

about 1 g/SWU/year

more than 10 years

RATE of FAILURE of the MACHINES much less than 1 0/0

(the latest figure is 0.02 0/0)

CAPITAL INVESTMENT 500 US dollars 1989/SWU/year

for a plant of 1500 t SWU/year

MODULAR BUILD UP SYSTEM capacity of an URENCO module

100 t SWU/year

ENRICHMENT of RECYCLED URANIUM possible because of 3

features :modular,low

hold up,short equlibrium

time.
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I have intentionally omitted in this course to talk about the eco-

nomic question of the process. As a matter of fact,for the centri-

fugation ( as for any other process ), there are two ways to pose

that question:

- The first question is appropriate if existing capacity by gas-

diffusion is to be displaced: is the centrifuge process cost effec-

tive enough to compete with the out-of-pocket cost of existing gas-

diffusion plants ?

- The second question is appropriate if there arises a demand of

additional capacity: is the centrifugation the best candidate to

meet the additional demand ?

Regarding the first question, it is always difficult (not only

sentimentally but also economically ) to kill an «established

and well working process and the gaseous diffusion is a well esta-

blished process. As far as the second question is concerned,perhaps

there are other technologies which can be candidate : the merit of

the centrifugation is to set clearly the target that the challenger

has to beat.

Finally there is also one more question that I have omitted:The cost

per SWU/year. That cost is quite sensitive to a number of factors

such as the physical embodiment of the technical principles, the state

of development of the process,the capacity of the facility deployed,

whether the capacity is built as a green field plant or added at an

existing site,local building codes and standards,the method of organi-

zing the construction project,large project financing practices,and

tax laws,to name a few. Further,in the transnational world of enrich-

ment, currency exchange rates may be more important than basic techno-

logy differences. The details explaining cost differences between pro-

cesses were beyond the scope of my modest lecture.
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APPENDIX 1

of approach nf the hydrocr/nami c equations ;3)

r*!any author-? n.-sve investigated rr.a enema t i c a 1 1 y eq<s (3) by

I inear i z ing them. The physical assumât ion underlying tne linea-

rization is that the counterr^rr.^nr fiow i g. a à ma 11 perturbation

about the primary equilibrium flew ; i . a . solid baa y rotation or

wheel flowi. One most important consequence of the linearization

is that the various drives can be analysed individually and

their flow contributions simply added together to give the tots]

hydrodynamic *ieid. We call this -separability ^eature the

principle of superpos i t inn.

To obtain the linearized equations from eas '3), 1st ŝ

first recall the wheel flow ••jolucion indicated in section 2

(equations 1 to 3) : the -.subscript "eq" indicates equilibrium

conditions (i.e. in the absence of thermal or mechanical pertur-

bations generating the countercurrent flow).

_ = ftr V_ = 0 V = 0
feecj ii.eq req

a /D,, = f / f.,--s-y.p
' ea Vi ea ^ I _, I 7 eq

A = p.. and £ cas lare^sure and density at the wallw w
2RTQ

The quantity A is the ratio a* the peripheral speed (fia) to the

most probable molecular speed J2RT,,'M. In practical centrifuges,
5 J

a. typical range of values f-jr A 12

A2 ~ 10 to ftO

Recalling that tne speed of the sound in the gas is JtfRT /M

where Ï* i'3 the ratio of the specific heat C at constant pressu-

re to the specific heat C .it constant volume, the quantity A is

to tne Hoc h number '/,* o* the rotor wall by
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In what follows, .̂ e change the coordinates (r,z> by taking the

>-adius of the centrifuge as a length scale

r = a , z = a*n ( Ŝ

and we introduce the following scaled perturbed functions

+ OaW V = V + QaQ V_ = V_ •+• Qavzeq r req 0 Oeq
(25)

< 1 + ) T = Teq eq

Introducing eq(24-) and eq(S5) into eq(8> and neglecting the non

linear terms in perturbed quantities defined by eq(25). We

obtain the following set of linearized equations.

dw Ô2 lo

Pr = CK ; e =

In eq(26), e is the EKMAN number at the side wall and Pr the

Prandtl number. The quantity \fand Pr are constants depending

only en the gas. For UF these constants are well known
o
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4f= i .067 Pr » 0.95

The SKMAN number -: is i very small _ d imen-= ion legs number

depending upon the ^as and the operational condition's of the

centrifuge ; Typical range of v-aluws for f. is

-6 -<?
S - 1C ;-,o 10 '

The ooundary conditions are

d w 3 T **
- 0 = 0 ~- = 0 u- 0

„ u W . ,

A A A A

n - o u- w= o v/ ç = 5o> s( ç ) T» TB (ç )

4* «k «« A

T! « h/a u« w» v= 0 T= T ( ç )

In eq<27> TW (ij_) ,
 T
B
(P' Tt(^') and ^ S^5 are sPecified "func-

tions, responsible for the generation of the countercurrent.

Determining the flow field comes to solve the set if equations

( 3.es ) together with boundary conditions ( E7 ) and this seems much

simpler than eqs(8>.

From a mathematical point of view, the set of eqs(H6) is

1inear. alliptic and singular perturbation type. We mean singu-

lar perturbation because the very small number € is the coeffi-

cient of the highest derivatives. We will develop In these

courses three methods of solution of this problem, which can be

found in the published literature (see Réf. CIA-]).

A1.1 Method of boundary layers in contained rotating fluids

Fluids rotating about an axis give rise to a variety of

boundary layers near the =oiid wails bounding the fluid : the

structure of these boundary layers is quite different -according

fco wnether the solid wail is perpendicular bo the axis of

rotation (EKMAN layer) or parallel to the axis (STEWARTSDN
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layers). The method of investigation of such boundary layers ;s

now well established : we refer for instance to the breaiise of

GREENSPAN (Theory of rotating fluids, Cambridge university

press, London 1969). Those methods have been adapted to the

centrifuge problem.

In the main, the method

consists in dividing the flow

field (Fig |\4-> into ";hree

regions (near the lateral

wall, near the ends caps and

the central core). In each

region, we select =tretchgd

coord inates which enhance the

region of investigation and

transform the singular

equations (26) into regular

equations (the solution is

then mathematically easier to

find out). This should be

done together with a careful

I

I

I

5teWo.ir.Utm

order of magnitude analysis

to give correct sealing cf

all the physical quantities.

Once the solutions have been

derived in each region, they

are matched then in order to

obtain an uniform solution valid in allover the centrifuge.

Al.a ONSAGER's "pancake" method

In 1960, the US department of energy has appointed a

committee of outstanding Scientists chaired by the NOBEL prize

LARS OIMSABER to solve the theoretical problems !flow and

separation) in a centrifuge. The works of that commission are

classified. A part of these works has been declassified in 1979

and one article was publishea by H.G. WOOD and J.B. MORTON

(Journal of Fluid Mechanics), Vol. 101, part 1, pp. 1-31, Nov.

198O) . The article solves ':he linearised equations ! E6 ) by

neglecting the cylindrical effect.
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Al .2 Numerical methods

The l inear ized s^uac i^ns • l2e > 'is^e seen a lso -sui/ed nuaieri-

c:ai iv w i t h the isic of aswer fu i ramput«rs. Severs! cadey have

-jeer operated ay «several au tho rs . Le1: fl.e quote -icme authors.

- '_AHARGUE ec ^OUBDAR-hA^ EP C 151 , CEA, ~ra<nrn>

- KAI 'Japon, PMC;

- HARADA «'Hitachi. Jrinon;

- LOPEZ (CNEN, i tai is;

- JONES. STOPFORD (BNFL, Grande-Bretagne)

- MERTEN, HANEL (Répuuiique Fédérais Allemande)

- GENTRY (LOS ALAMOB, USA)

- VIECELLI (Livermors, USA;
The name of ^ne French :jde -.-s CENTAURE -ind i cs main

features '/Mere pubiishso : .1 C1S1. Gome cf the preceding authors

have also t-eated the non linear eauations (9).
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APPENDIX £

Separation aquation ; COHEM'•=• approximate method of radial

averaq ing

The approximate nerhnd of COHEM seeks a solution for the

radially averaged N

•-. IN = I N 2rrrdr < 38 >
2

ira o

•start from the continuity equation for the light component ( eq9

to 10) :

d i v T = 0 or r T7,- ~ ~ ° (29)

Multiply (59) by ETrrdr and ir.tegrate from r = 0 to r = a. By

taking into account the boundary conditions, we obtain

a

-̂  2irrdr =

o

F6N_ :-or the enriching section

(30)

••I -"or the stripper

•fie continue the analysis for the enriching section (the method

will be. quite similar for the stripper). Inserting the second

equation (9) into <30) results in :

F6Np = © - ( § )

ra r*7>N
 (31)

(§) = SIT I C'J-, N r d r , (§) = SirfD ( rdr
' J 0)Z

The l&) term can be integrated by parts by introducing the

stream function V defined by
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- frV. or V-r- dr ' 3c)

v a u s f;f 1S eas i ly seen to be

, r i
•'_(- ' dr ' - — 1-9

Err
(33)

The (Aj term is then

r
a ?N

TT T -
J Sr

dr

we have approximated N(a) by M. The transverse concentra-

tion gradient in the last term of ( 3<+ ) is estimated directly

from the diffusion equation (12). Cohen disregards the diffusion

term -
dN

and approximates — by — which by definition is

az£ dZ

independent of r. Thus we have

1 "*
C D

r V
r — •>• EAA r N ( 1 - N)

dN
€ v_ — = o

^ dZ
(35)

The mole fraction appearing in the second term of the square

bracket has been approximated by N. Equation (35) is multiplied

by rdr and integrated from r = 0 to r, giving bhus for the

radial gradient

e>N _ _ 1 y dN
— = - SAArN (1 - N) + (36)

Substituting (36) into < 3** ) gives the final expression of the

term
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( A = FSN ( I - N) I Y"rdJ 2n dN f
Trdr 1

CD cZ •/
dr (37)

o r

ThefB) term i~ quite obvious tc calculate

= wa (38)
dZ

Insert ing < 37 ) and (38) i n t o ( 3 1 ) results in

F6Np - F8N > I ' - fTrAA I Vrdrj

n '

(39)

Equation (39) is the basic differential equation for the axial

variation of the average concentration N in the enriching

section of the centrifuge, one should note the similarity of

(39) to the enrichment equation of a cascade.

A quite similar equation is obtained for the stripper by

replacing F8 by - F (1 - @) and Np by N . These two equations

define completely the average concentration distribution IP the

centrifuge and, in particular gives the head concentration N

and the tail concentration M(.. Cohen proceeds to the integration
2

of eq(39) in the case of N small (N negligible) and assuming

the stream function "V independent of 2.

In fact, these two restrictions may be removed and one can

integrate, with a. computer, eq(39) and the corresponding

equation for stripper, in the case "V dependent of Z and by not
g

deleting N . This is the generalization of Cohen's method.


